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A+ Awards: prize-winning high flyer 

 

One of the world’s most modern ski jumps has won the Architizer A+ 

Award: the Holmenkollen Fyr in Oslo. The design by Danish architect 

Julien de Smedt (JDS architects) got the jury’s vote with its flowing 

form and delicate silhouette that almost appears to float. The cladding 

made of stainless steel mesh from GKD turnes the ski jump into a real 

landmark of Nordic winter sports, which can be seen for miles with its 

targeted backlighting. 

 

At the gala event marking the presentation of the Architizer A+ Award in New 

York on 16 May, Julien de Smedt will take home not one, but two prizes. In 

addition to the sport category, he will also receive an award for his ‘Iceberg 

Dwellings’ project in the residential mid-rise category. The A+ Award is 

presented by the Architizer online architecture portal in a total of 52 

categories. The jury and around 150,000 participants in an online vote 

selected 87 projects altogether from more than 50,000 entries. The 

Holmenkollen Fyr (English: lighthouse) won votes for both its unique 

appearance and its functionality. The cladding, made of GKD metallic mesh, 

functions as a wind filter that protects the ski jumpers from strong gusts and 

dangerous side winds. According to the same principle, the high-precision 

mesh has already proved its worth many times as an air current filter in wind 

tunnels in the automobile and aerospace industries, where it ensures a 

steady airflow. In all, around 7,300 square metres of the Sambesi light and 

PC Sambesi mesh types were used at Holmenkollen for the internal and 

external cladding. The experts from GKD used round profiles and eyebolts to 

attach 315 panels of the Sambesi light cable mesh, each measuring 12 x 1 

metres, to the outside of the ski jump. 130 panels of the PC Sambesi mesh 

with metal wires pre-crimped in the warp direction and turned edges were 
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hung on the inside of the jump-off platform and can be adjusted. Alongside 

the wind filter function, the GKD metallic mesh impresses with its weather 

resistance and virtually unlimited service life. As the first ski jump made from 

steel, the prize-winning landmark of the annual FIS World Cup Nordic at 

Holmenkollen is therefore a successful pioneer. 

 

 

GKD – WORLD WIDE WEAVE 

As a privately owned technical weaver, GKD - Gebr. Kufferath AG is the 

world market leader in metal, synthetic and spiral mesh solutions. Four 

independent business divisions bundle their expertise under one roof: 

Industrial Mesh (woven metal mesh and filter solutions), Process Belts (belts 

made of mesh and spirals), Architectural meshes (façades, safety and 

interior design made of metal fabrics) and Mediamesh® (Transparent media 

façades). With its headquarter in Germany and five other facilities in the US, 

South Africa, China, India and Chile – as well as its branches in France, 

Spain, Dubai and worldwide representatives, GKD is close to markets 

anywhere in the world. 
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